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Type and effect systems
Asynchronousmethod calls have been proposed to better integrate object orientationwith
distribution. In the Creol language, asynchronousmethod calls are combinedwith so-called
processor release points in order to allow concurrent objects to adapt local scheduling to
network delays in a very ﬂexible way. However, asynchronousmethod calls complicate the
type analysis by decoupling input and output information for method calls, which can be
tracked by a type and effect system. Interestingly, backwards type analysis simpliﬁes the
effect system considerably and allows analysis in a single pass. This paper presents a kernel
language with asynchronous method calls and processor release points, a novel mecha-
nism for local memory deallocation related to asynchronous method calls, an operational
semantics in rewriting logic for the language, and a type and effect system for backwards
analysis. Source code is translated into runtime code as an effect of the type analysis,
automatically inserting inferred type information in method invocations and operations
for local memory deallocation in the process. We establish a subject reduction property,
showing in particular that method lookup errors do not occur at runtime and that the
inserted deallocation operations are safe.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the distributed setting, the object-oriented programming model may be criticized for its tight coupling of commu-
nication and synchronization, as found in, for example, remote procedure calls. Creol is a novel object-oriented language
which targets distributed systems by combining asynchronous method calls with processor release points inside concurrent
objects [19]. The language is class-based, supports inheritance, and object interaction happens through method calls only.
Processor release points inﬂuence the implicit control ﬂow inside concurrent objects. This way, the object may temporarily
suspend its current activity and proceed with another enabled activity. This allows the execution to adapt to network delays
in a ﬂexible way, and objects to dynamically change between active and reactive behavior (client and server). Asynchronous
method calls decouple the invocation and the return of method calls as seen from the caller. As a result the execution may
continue after an external method is invoked, introducing a notion of concurrency similar to that of futures [6,11,13,23,41].
This decoupling is linear; i.e., exactly onemethod invocation is required for every return and atmost one return is allowed for
every invocation. For asynchronous method calls in Creol, processor release points may be associated with method returns,
extending this notion of concurrency. Baker and Hewitt observed that futures need not be used in the scope in which they
are bound, leading to memory leakage [3]. A similar issue arises with returns to asynchronous calls in Creol, as a caller may
ignore method replies in some or all execution branches after the method invocation.
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A type system for Creol is presented in [20]. However asynchronous calls complicate the type analysis by decoupling the
call’s input andoutput information, leading to a complex type andeffect system [32] to track informationduring type analysis.
Furthermore, the memory leakage due to method replies is not addressed. The type system can be signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed
for backwards type analysis, allowing each asynchronous call to be analyzed directly at the call site. This paper develops a
type based translation of source programs into runtime code, based on backwards type analysis. The main contributions of
this paper are:
• a novel light-weight mechanism for local garbage collection, addressing redundant method replies by explicit deal-
locations in the runtime code. The mechanism is integrated in a simpliﬁed kernel language which focuses on Creol’s
asynchronousmethod callmechanism, and in anexecutable operational semantics for this kernel language in rewriting
logic;
• a type and effect system for the language, designed for backwards analysis, which directly translates source code into
runtime code during type analysis;
• the exploitation of the backwards analysis to simplify the extraction of runtime signatures for asynchronous method
calls;
• the exploitation of type analysis to automatically insert deallocation operations for local garbage collection, addressing
the memory leakage problem caused by redundant method replies; and
• subject reduction showing the correctness of late binding and of the deallocation mechanism.
Whereas a traditional tracing garbage collector cannot free memory space that is reachable from the state of an object [21],
we exploit type and effect analysis to identify method replies that are semantically garbage in speciﬁc execution paths and
insert operations to explicitly freememory in those paths. The backwards analysis allows signature extraction and operations
for garbage collection to be inserted in the code as it is type checked, in a single pass. The type system is given an algorithmic
formulation and is directly implementable.
Paper overview. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes the kernel language with asyn-
chronous method calls and Section 3 deﬁnes a type based translation into runtime code. Section 4 presents the operational
semantics and Section 5 the runtime type systemand its properties, Section 6discusses relatedwork, and Section 7 concludes
the paper.
2. Creol: a language for distributed concurrent objects
An object in Creol has an encapsulated state on which various processes execute. A process corresponds to the activation
of one of the object’s methods. Objects are concurrent in the sense that each object has a processor dedicated to executing
the processes of that object, so processes in different objects execute in parallel. The state is encapsulated in the sense that
externalmanipulation of the object state is indirect bymeans of calls to the object’smethods. Only one processmay be active
in an object at a time; the other processes in the object are suspended.Wedistinguish between blocking a process and releasing
a process. Blocking causes process execution to stop, but does not hand control over to a suspended process. Releasing a
process suspends the execution of that process and reschedules control to another (suspended) process. Thus, if a process
is blocked there is no execution in the object, whereas if a process is released another process in the object may execute.
Although processes need not terminate, the object may combine the execution of several processes using release points
within method bodies. At a release point, the active process may be released and a suspended process may be activated.
A process which makes a remote method call must wait for the return of the call before proceeding with its activity. In a
distributed setting this limitation is severe; delays and instabilities may cause much unnecessary waiting. In an unreliable
environmentwherecommunicationcandisappear, theprocess canevenbepermanentlyblocked (and theobjectdeadlocked).
Asynchronous method calls allow the process to be either blocked or released by introducing a processor release point
between the invocation of the method and the access to its return value. Release points, expressed using Boolean guards,
inﬂuence the implicit control ﬂow inside objects by allowing process release when the guard evaluates to false. This way,
processes may choose between blocking and releasing control while waiting for the reply to a method call. Remark that the
use of release points makes it straightforward to combine active (e.g., nonterminating) and reactive processes in an object.
Thus, an object may behave both as a client and as a server for other objects without the need for an active loop to control
the interleaving of these different roles.
Syntax.A kernel subset of Creol is given in Fig. 1, adapting the syntax of Featherweight Java [17]. For a syntactic construct c,
we denote by c a list of such constructs. We assume given a simple functional language of expressions ewithout side effects.
A program P is a list of class deﬁnitions followed by a method body. A class extends a superclass, which may be Object, with
additional ﬁelds f , of types T , and methodsM. A method’s formal parameters and local variables x of types T , are declared at
the start of the method body. The self reference this provides access to the object running the current method and return e
dispatches the value of e to themethod’s caller. The statement release is an unconditional process release point. Conditional
release points are written await g, where g may be a conjunction of Boolean guards b and method reply guards t? (for some
label variable t). An asynchronous call is written t!e.m(e), where t provides a reference to the call, e is an object expression
(when e evaluates to this, the call is local),m amethod name, and e an expression list with the actual in-parameters supplied
to the method. A blocking reply assignment is written t?(v); here, the result from the call is assigned to v. A nonblocking call
combines reply guards with a reply assignment; e.g., in t!e.m(e); await t?; t?(v) the processor may be released while waiting
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Fig. 1. The language syntax. Here, program variables v may be ﬁelds (f ) or local variables (x), a type T may be a class name C, a Bool, or a Label, b is an
expression of type Bool and t is a variable of type Label.
for the reply, allowing other processes to execute. A synchronous call is obtained by immediately succeeding an invocation
by a (blocking) reply assignment on the same label, e.g., t!e.m(e); t?(v). Reply assignments can be omitted if return values are
not needed. Finally, s1 s2 is the nondeterministic choice and s1 ||| s2 is nondeterministic merge between s1 and s2, deﬁned
as s1; s2 s2; s1. Informal explanations of the language constructs are given in Examples 1 and 2 below.
The correspondence between the label variables associatedwithmethod invocations, reply guards, and reply assignments
can be made more precise by adapting the notion of live variables [27] to labels. Reply guards and assignments are read
operations on a label variable t, and invocations are write operations. Say that t is live before a statement list s if there exists
an execution path through swhere a read operation on t precedes the next write operation on t. Note that reply assignments
are destructive read operations; for a label t, only a write operation on t may succeed a reply assignment on t.
Deﬁnition 1. Let s be a list of program statements and t a label. Deﬁne live(t,s) by induction over statement lists as follows:
live(t,) = false
live(t,t?(v); s) = true
live(t,await g; s) = true if g contains t?
live(t,t!o.m(e); s) = false
live(t,s1 s2; s) = live(t,s1; s) ∨ live(t,s2; s)
live(t,s; s′) = live(t,s′) otherwise
Here and throughout the paper, “otherwise” denotes the remaining cases for an inductive deﬁnition. Given a statement
list t!e.m(e); s, the return values from the method call t!e.m(e) will never be used if ¬live(t,s). In this case the asynchronous
method call gives rise to memory leakage through passive storage of the future containing the method reply, as observed by
Baker and Hewitt [3]. This information is exploited in Section 3 to automatically insert an explicit instruction free(t) for the
runtime deallocation of the future when this memory leakage can be statically detected be the type analysis.
Example 1. We consider a peer-to-peer ﬁle sharing system consisting of nodes distributed across a network. In the example
a nodeplays both the role of a server andof a client. A nodemay request a ﬁle fromanother node in the network anddownload
it as a series of packets until the ﬁle download is complete. As nodes may appear and disappear in the unstable network,
the connection to a node may be blocked, in which case the download should automatically resume if the connection is
reestablished.
In the Node class (Fig. 2), the methods reqFile, enquire, and getPacket requests the ﬁle associated with a ﬁle name from a
node, enquires which ﬁles are available from a node, and fetches a particular packet in a ﬁle transmission, respectively. To
motivate the use of asynchronous method calls and release points, we consider the method availFiles in detail. The method
takes as formal parameter a list nList of nodes and, for each node, ﬁnds the ﬁles that may be downloaded from that node.
The method returns a list of pairs, where each pair contains a node name and a list of (available) ﬁles. All method calls are
asynchronous. Therefore, after the ﬁrst call, identiﬁed by label t1, the rest of the node listmay be explored recursively, without
waiting for the reply to the ﬁrst call. Process release points ensure that if a node temporarily becomes unavailable, the process
is suspended and may resume at any time after the node becomes available again. Thus, if the statement await t1? ∧ t2?
evaluates to false, the processor will not be blocked, and other processes may execute. A node may have several interleaved
activities: several downloadsmay be processed simultaneouslywith uploads to other nodes, etc. If await t1? ∧ t2? is enabled,
the return value ﬁles is assigned to the out parameter of the caller (and retrieved by t2?(ﬁles)), which completes the process.
While asynchronous invocations and process release points allow objects to dynamically change between active and
reactive behavior, nondeterministic choice and merge statements allow different tasks within a process to be selected
based on how communication with other objects actually occur. A process may take advantage of delays and adapt to the
environment without yielding control to other processes. A typical computational pattern in many wide-area applications
is to acquire data from one or more remote services, manipulate these data, and invoke other remote services with the
results. We show how Creol’s high-level branching structures can be applied in wide-area computing through the following
examples, adapted from [25].
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Fig. 2. A class capturing nodes in a peer-to-peer network.
Example 2. Consider services which provide news at request. Thesemay bemodeled by a class News offering amethod news
to the environment, which for a given date returns an XML document with the news of that day as presented by a “site”. Let
CNN and BBC be two such sites; i.e., two variables bound to instances of the class News. By calling CNN.news(d) or BBC.news(d)
the news for a speciﬁed date d will be downloaded. Another service distributes emails to clients at request, modeled by a
class Emailwith a method send(m,a) wherem is some message content and a is the address of a client. We deﬁne a class
class NewsService {
News CNN; Email email;
Bool newsRelay(Date d,Client a){
XML v,Label t; CNN := new News(); t!CNN.news(d); await t?; t?(v);
email := new Email(); !email.send(v,a); return true }
}
In this class, a method relays news from CNN for a given date d to a given client a by invoking the send service of the email
object with the result returned from the call to CNN.news, if CNN responds. For simplicity, the method returns true upon
termination. Note that an object executing a newsRelay process is not blockedwhilewaiting for the object to respond. Instead
the process is suspended until the response has arrived. Once the object responds, the process becomes enabled and may
resume its execution, forwarding the news by email. If the object never responds the object may proceed with its other
activity, only the suspended process will never become enabled.
Now consider the casewhere a clientwants news fromboth objects CNN and BBC. Because theremay be signiﬁcant delays
until an object responds, the client desires to have the news from each object relayed whenever it arrives. This is naturally
modeled by the merge operator, as in the following method:
Bool newsRelay2(Date d,Client a) {
XML v,Label t,Label t′;
t!CNN.news(d); t′!BBC.news(d); (await t?; t?(v); t!email.send(v,a))
||| (await t′?; t′?(v); t′!email.send(v,a)); return true }
The merge operator allows the news pages from BBC and CNN to be forwarded to the email.send service once they are
received. If neither service responds, thewhole process is suspended and can be activated againwhen a response is received.
By executing the method, at most two emails are sent.
If the ﬁrst news page available from either CNN or BBC is desired, the nondeterministic choice operator may be used to
invoke the email.send service with the result received from either CNN or BBC, as in the following method:
Bool newsRelay3(Date d,Client a){
XML v,Label t,Label t′; t!CNN.news(d); t′!BBC.news(d);
((await t?; t?(v))  (await t′?; t′?(v))); t!email.send(v,a); return true }
Here news is requested from both news objects, but only the ﬁrst response will be relayed. The latest arriving response is
ignored.
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Fig. 3. The syntax for runtime code. The syntax for s is as given in Fig. 1.
Asynchronous method calls add ﬂexibility to execution in the distributed setting but complicate the type analysis. For
asynchronous calls the type information provided at the call site is not sufﬁcient to ensure the correctness ofmethod binding
as the out-parameter type is unavailable. In Creol, the correspondence between in- and out-parameters is controlled by label
values. The combination of branching and asynchronous calls further complicates the type analysis as there may be several
potential invocation and reply pairs associated with a label value at a point in the execution. For example, consider the
statement list (t!o.m(e); . . .  t!o′.m′(e′); . . . ); . . . ; (t?(v) t?(v′)) and assume that ‘. . . ’ contains no invocations nor replies
on the label t. In this case we say that each of the two invocations on t reaches each of the two reply assignments, depending
on the execution path. Consequently, this use of nondeterministic choice gives us four possible invocation and reply pairs
and it is nondeterministic which pair will be evaluated at runtime. In contrast, in t!o.m(e); t!o′.m′(e′); t?(v) the second call
redeﬁnes the binding of label t. Here only t!o′.m′(e′) reaches t?(v), and the reply to the ﬁrst call cannot be accessed. (It would
result in memory leakage unless the ﬁrst method reply is deallocated). The type system developed in this paper derives a
signature for each call such that runtime conﬁgurations are well-typed independent of the selected execution branch, and
inserts this signature in the runtime code.
3. Type based translation
Type analysis transforms source programs P into runtime code Pr . For this purpose a type and effect system is used to
statically derive signatures for asynchronous method invocations, inferring the type of the out-parameter from constraints
imposed by reply assignments, to ensure that late binding succeeds at runtime. Furthermore in order to efﬁciently remove
redundant method returns, the type system ensures that
• reply assignments t?(v) are type safe;
• reply guards await t? are type safe;
• method returns are not deallocated if they can be read later; and
• there is no terminating execution path in which a  method return is neither deallocated nor destructively read
By type safety for t?(v), we mean that there is an invocation on t which reaches this reply assignment in every execution
path and that v can be type correctly assigned the return values from any such invocation t!e.m(e). Recall that reply assign-
ments are destructive in the sense that a reply assignment on t consumes an invocation on t. Given a well-typed statement
list t!e.m(e); t?(v); s, the ﬁrst invocation t!e.m(e) does not reach any statement in s. By type safety for await t?, we mean
that there is an invocation on t which reaches this reply guard in every execution path. Finally, the deallocation instruction
free(t) may only occur at a program point where t is not live but where this instruction is reachable by an invocation on t in
every execution path.
The syntax for runtime code is given in Fig. 3. A state sub is a ground substitution mapping variable v to values val, which
include identiﬁers oid for objects andmid for method calls. Let default(T) denote some value of type T . In contrast to source
programs, the invocation t!e.m(T → T ,e) has been expandedwith type information and there is an explicit statement free(t)
which allows the deallocation of messages corresponding to the labels t.
Let (T , ) be a poset of nominal types with Data as its top and Error as its bottom element; T includes Bool, Label, and
class names, and for all types T ∈ T , Error  T  Data. The reﬂexive and transitive partial order  expresses subtyping and
restricts a structural subtype relation which ensures substitutability; If T  T ′, then any value of type T can masquerade as
a value of T ′. The subtype relation is derived from the class hierarchy: If a class C extends a class C ′, then C  C ′. However, if
the methods of C include those of C ′ (with signatures obeying the subclass relation for function types, deﬁned below), we
may safely extend  with C  C ′ since the internal state of other objects is inaccessible in the language. For product types R
and R′, R  R′ is the point-wise extension of the subtype relation. For the typing and binding of methods,  is extended to
function spaces A → B, where A is a (possibly empty) product type: A → B  A′ → B′ ⇔ A′  A ∧ B  B′. Let T ∩ T ′ denote a
(largest) common subtype of T and T ′. (In fact there may be more than one, in which case any can be selected.) Assume that
⊥ ∈ T and let T⊥ = T ∪ {⊥}. We lift type intersection to T⊥ by deﬁning ⊥ ∩ T = T for all T ∈ T⊥ and lift  to T⊥ by deﬁning
⊥  T and T  ⊥ for all T ∈ T . Conceptually, ⊥ represents missing type information.
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Mappingsbindvariables andconstants to types inT⊥ andarebuilt fromtheemptymapping  bymeansof bindings [v → e].
For a mapping σ and variables v and v′,mapping application is deﬁned by (v) = ⊥, σ [v → e](v) = e, and σ [v → e](v′) = σ(v′)
if v′ /= v. A mapping σ is well-deﬁned if σ(v) /= Error for every v. Let σ · σ ′ denote the concatenation of mappings σ and
σ ′, deﬁned by σ ·  = σ and σ · σ ′[v → e] = (σ · σ ′)[v → e]. The domain and range of a mapping are deﬁned by induction;
dom() = ran() = ∅, dom(σ [v → e]) = {v} ∪ dom(σ ), and ran(σ [v → e]) = {e} ∪ ran(σ ). Let σ ⊆ σ ′ if σ(x) = σ ′(x) for all x ∈
dom(σ ). For convenience, we let [x1 → T1,x2 → T2] denote [x1 → T1][x2 → T2]. Note that a variable may be explicitly bound
to⊥. Consequentlywe get dom([v → ⊥]) /= dom(), although [v → ⊥](v′) = (v′) for all v′. Formappings σ and σ ′, we deﬁne
their union by σ ∪ σ ′(v) = σ(v) ∩ σ ′(v); i.e., themapping union includes bindings which only occur in onemapping and takes
a (least) common subtype if a variable is bound in both mappings.
The type analysis uses a type and effect system, given in Fig. 4. Let  and  be well-deﬁned mappings from variable and
constant to type names. Judgments ,  s  sr ,′ express that s is well-typed in the typing context  of program and  of
label variables, sr is an expansion of s into runtime code, and 
′
is an update of . (To improve readability, sr is omitted if
there is no expansion and ′ is omitted if there is no update.) The analysis is from right to left, as apparent from (Seq): s2 is
analyzed ﬁrst, and s1 is analyzed in the context updated by the effect of the analysis of s2. The rule is not symmetric since
mapping composition is not commutative. In the type rules, let T , T ′, and T0 range over types in T \ {Error}.
Rule (Seq) illustrates the backwards analysis approach. In the analysis of s1; s2, the statements s2 are analyzed ﬁrst,
deriving a context update 2. The statements s1 are analyzed subsequently and depend on the effect of the analysis of s2.
Rules (Assign), (New), (Release), and (Skip) are as expected and have no effect. However, assignment to label variables is not
allowed. For simplicity, we identify the empty list  of program statements with skip. The analysis of await statements
decomposes guards with (∧-guards). Here, the effects of the analysis of the two branches are composed into the joint effect
of the conjunction. Rule (B-guards) for Boolean guards has no effect. However, for a reply guard t?, (t-guards) records an
effect which places a type constraint on t. The type constraint may be understood as follows: If(t) =⊥, there is no previous
constraint on t and theeffect records theweakest constraintpossible; i.e., [t → Data]. However, if there is aprevious constraint
on t, this constraint is kept; i.e, if (t) /=⊥, then (t) ∩ Data = (t). For the analysis of a statement await g in (Await), the
type system analyzes the guard g, deriving an effect ′. There are two possibilities, depending on whether new constraints
have been introduced in the analysis of g. This corresponds to deciding live(t,s), where s is the statement list with effect
 and t ∈ dom(′). Thus, if t ∈ dom(′) and ¬live(t,s) then t will not be read in s and can be deallocated after executing
await g. In the type system, the new constraints are collected in a set t. If L = ∅, the instruction free(∅) is inserted, which
is considered the same as skip. On the other hand if L /= ∅ then there are new constraints on labels in t. In this case, these
constraints are propagated as the effect and since we know that ¬live(t,s) for all t ∈ L, these labels are never needed later,
they are deallocated in the runtime code, i.e., by the statement free(L).
When arriving at a reply assignment t?(v), it is required that a corresponding asynchronous invocation with label t is
encountered later during type checking. Furthermore, the type of v is used to infer a correct output type for themethod call on
t. For this purpose, (Reply) imposes a constraint [t → (v)] as an effect of the type analysis. The reply assignment is destructive
(see rule R11 in the operational semantics of Section 4). Therefore a reply assignment is only allowed when ¬live(t,s) where
s is the statement list that has already been type checked. Technically, we here require (t) =⊥ in the backwards analysis.
For (Call1) and (Call2) the actual signature of an asynchronous invocation t!e.m(e) can now be directly derived, as(t) pro-
vides the constraint associatedwith the out-parameter type. If(t) = ⊥, there is no reply assignment or guard corresponding
to the invocation, so ¬live(t,s) where s gives effect , and (Call2) applies. In this case any out-parameter type is acceptable,
which is checked by lookup(C,m,T → Data), and the invocation in the runtime code gets this signature. Furthermore, since
there is no reply assignment or guard for this invocation, deallocation is immediately introduced after the call. In contrast
if (t) /= ⊥, there are reply assignments or guards corresponding to the invocation, and (Call1) applies. In this case, the out-
parameter type is given by the constraint (t) and checked by lookup(C,m,T → (t)). Finally, the runtime invocation gets
this derived signature and the label t is reset by updating with the effect [t → ⊥]. In this case, deallocation is not needed.
In a nondeterministic choice s1 s2, only one branch is evaluated at runtime. Hence, in (Choice) each branch is type
checked in the same context. If there is a reply assignment with label t in each of the branches that corresponds to the same
invocation, which is an invocation textually occurring to the left of the choice statement, then is updated by mapping t to
a largest common subtype of the two return types, i.e., with [t → (1(t) ∩2(t))]. Note that this type intersection may give
[t → Error], in which case the mapping ( ·1) ∪ ( ·2) is not well-deﬁned and the rule fails. If the operation succeeds,
representedby thepredicatewell-deﬁned, the invocationhas a return type that iswell-typed for bothexecutionsby subtyping.
Moreover, the type system ensures that a reply assignmentwith label t can occur after a nondeterministic choice only if a call
with label t is pending after the evaluation of either branch. Deallocation applies in one branch if there are reply assignments
or guards only in the other branch. There may be many such labels in each branch, identiﬁed by the sets L1 and L2. Thus
L1 \ L2 and L2 \ L1 contain exactly the labels which should be deallocated in branches s2 and s1, respectively.
Note that if a call is pending on a label t before a choice statement (say (t) = T) and this call is overwritten in one
branch (e.g., s1 is t?(v); t!o.m(e) so that1(t) = (v)) but the label is untouched in the other branch (i.e., t ∈ dom(2)), then
updating to1 ∪2 would result in ( · (1 ∪2))(t) = 1 ∪2(t) = (v). This would be incorrect; if the branch s2 were
chosen, the reply should still be assigned to (t) = T . In order to avoid losing this information, (Choice) instead updates  to
( ·1) ∪ ( ·2). This has the advantage that if t ∈ dom(2) then ·2(t) = (t), which solves the problem of one branch
not touching the label. Remark that it may be the case that t ∈ dom(2) such that 2(t) =⊥, for example if s2 is t!o.m(e).
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Fig. 4. The type and effect system, where static type information is captured by an initial mapping 0 = [true → Bool,false → Bool,default(T) → T ] for
all T .
In this case the branch has assigned ⊥ to t by (Call1) and  ·2(t) = [t →⊥](t) =⊥. Thus if t ∈ dom(1) ∪ dom(2), then
(( ·1) ∪ ( ·2))(t) = ( · (1 ∪2))(t).
In (Class), the function fields(C) provides the typing context for the ﬁelds of a class C and its superclass, including this
of type C. Similarly in (Method) the type information for input variables and local variables extend the typing context. Note
that the analysis in (Method), (Class), and (Program) starts with empty label mappings and the update after analysis in (Method)
only contains ⊥ constraints. Furthermore, labels may not be passed as method parameters. These requirements enforce the
encapsulation of method replies within the scope of a method body; a reply assignment or reply guard must be preceded by
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a method invocation on the same label within the method body. Otherwise a deadlock would be possible when executing
the method body, as the processor would block permanently waiting for a reply to a non-existing or previously consumed
method invocation. Method calls in the runtime code include signatures derived by the type analysis, which will be used in
the runtime method lookup.
Example 3. Now reconsider the wide-area network services of Example 2, which provide news at request. We derive the
runtime codegeneratedby the type analysis for newsRelay,newsRelay2, andnewsRelay3, assuming that variablesCNN andBBC
have type News in the class where the methods are declared. Hence, (Class) builds a typing context  = [CNN → News,BBC →
News,email → Email] in which the methods are type checked. For the method
Bool newsRelay(Date d,Client a){
XML v,Label l; CNN := new News(); t!CNN.news(d); await t?; t?(v);
email := new Email(); t!email.send(v,a); return true}
we get the typing environment ′ =  · [d → Date,a → Client,v → XML,t → Label] and the judgment
′,  CNN := new News(); t!CNN.news(d); await t?; t?(v);
email := new Email(); t!email.send(v,a)  sr
where sr is thederivedruntimecodeobtainedby theanalysisof themethodbody.Westartwith theanalysisof t!email.send(v,a),
which is type checked by (Call2) since (t) =⊥. Since ¬live(t,), t will not be read by any reply or guard statements later and
the insertion of free(t) is safe. Assuming that lookup succeeds for the given types of t, v, and a, we get the following judgment:
′,  t!email.send(v,a)  t!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t)
We proceed with the statement email := new Email() and get the judgment
′,  email := new Email()  email := new Email()
Continue with the statement t?(v), for which we get the judgment
′,  t?(v)  t?(v),[t → XML]
by applying (Reply). For t?(v), we have ′,[t → XML]  t?  t?,[t → XML] by (t-Guards), since XML ∩ Data = XML and no new
constraints on label t have been introduced. Consequently, we can apply (Await) and obtain the judgment
′,[t → XML]  await t?  await t?
Applying (Call1) to t!CNN.news(d) since [t → XML](t) /=⊥, we get the judgment
′,[t → XML]  t!CNN.news(d)  t!CNN.news(Date → XML,d),[t =⊥]
Finally, we apply rule (New) to CNN := new News() and obtain the judgment
′,  CNN := new News()  CNN := new News()
Since ran([t =⊥]) =⊥ the type analysis is correct by rule (Method) for the reassembled runtime code sr , which becomes
CNN := new News(); t!CNN.news(Date → XML,d); await t?; t?(v);
email := new Email(); t!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a)); free(t)
If we let σ denote the state v → default(XML),t → default(Label),t′ → default(Label), we similarly obtain for newsRelay2
and newsRelay3 the following runtime method representations:
Bool newsRelay2(Date d,Client a)〈
t!CNN.news(Date → XML,d); t′!BBC.news(Date → XML,d);
(await t?; t?(v); t!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t);
await t′?; t′?(v); t′!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t′))
 (await t′?; t′?(v); t′!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t′);
await t?; t?(v); t!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t));
return true,σ 〉
Bool newsRelay3(Date d,Client a)〈
t!CNN.news(Date → XML,d); t′!BBC.news(Date → XML,d);
((free(t′); await t?; t?(v)) (free(t); await t′?; t′?(v)));
t!email.send(XML× Client → Data,v,a); free(t)); return true,σ 〉
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The type system in Fig. 4 is basically syntax-directed; i.e., only one rule applies to any syntactic construct. Consequently
the implementation of the type system is straightforward: each rule corresponds to one case in the algorithm. There is one
exception: the rules (Call1) and (Call2) for method invocation. Here, rule selection is determined by the additional condition
((t) = ⊥). The exception is due to the insertion of instructions formessage deallocation and reﬂects the low cost of inserting
these instructions during the type analysis.
3.1. Properties of the type based translation
We consider some properties of the type based translation (for proofs, see Appendix A). Theorem 1 relates live labels to
the type system’s effect mapping.
Theorem 1. If ,  s  s′,′ then ∀t : Label · ¬live(t,s) ⇐⇒ ′(t) =⊥.
The following corollaries follow from Theorem 1, since (t) =⊥ is a premise of the rules (Reply), (Await), and (Call2).
Corollary 1. If ,  t?(v); s0  t?(v); s′0,′ then ¬live(t,s0).
Corollary 2. If ,  s; s0  s′; free(t); s′0,′then¬live(t,s0).
It follows that the type based translation does not introduce too many deallocation statements. Note that only reply
assignments and reply guards on a label t make (t) different from ⊥, that only (Call1) actually resets (t) to ⊥, and that
(Method) requires that ran() =⊥. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 1 that there are enough method invocations in well-
typed programs. Deallocation operations are only inserted by rules (Await) and (Call2), corresponding to the cases without a
(destructive) reply assignment on a label t before a reply guard or invocation on t; i.e., the rules capture the cases when there
is another operation on t than a destructive read and t is not live. Consequently, by Theorem 1, there are enough deallocation
operations in the runtime code. Thus, the type based translation has the following properties:
(1) A deallocation statement for a label t is not introduced when t is live.
(2) Every reply assignment and reply guard on a label t in a well-typed program is textually preceded by a corresponding
invocation on t.
(3) Method returns are deallocated in all program branches where they are not destructively read.
Furthermore, the signatures which expand the method invocations in the runtime code ensure that the assignment of
reply values is well-typed in every execution path. This ensures that late binding preserves the well-typedness of the local
object state of the caller:
Theorem 2 (Well-typedness of return value). Given ,  s  s′,. If t!o.m(e) is an invocation in s which gets translated into
t!o.m(T → T ′,e) and t?(v) is reply assignment corresponding to that invocation, then T ′  (v).
The requirements to the type system which were stated at the beginning of Section 3 are now reconsidered. The type
safety of reply guards is given by Property 2 above. The type safety of reply assignments is given by Theorem2 and Property 2.
Property 1 ensures that the deallocation of a label t only occurswhen t is not live and Property 3 that deallocation statements
are inserted for all invocations that are not destructively read.
4. Operational semantics
The operational semantics of the language is given in rewriting logic [24] and is executable on the Maude machine [7].
A rewrite theory is a 4-tuple R = (,E,L,R) where the signature  deﬁnes the function symbols of the language, E deﬁnes
equations between terms, L is a set of labels, and R is a set of labeled rewrite rules. Rewrite rules apply to terms of given
types. Types are speciﬁed in (membership) equational logic (,E). Different system components will be modeled by terms
of the different types deﬁned in the equational logic. The global state conﬁguration is deﬁned as a multiset of these terms.
Rewriting logic extends algebraic speciﬁcation techniques with transition rules: The dynamic behavior of a system is
captured by rewrite rules supplementing the equations which deﬁne the term language. Let → denote the reﬂexive and
transitive closure of the rewrite relation. A rewrite rule p → p′ may be interpreted as a local transition rule allowing an
instance of the pattern p to evolve into the corresponding instance of the pattern p′. Conditional rewrite rules p → p′ if cond
are allowed, where the condition cond can be formulated as a conjunction of rewrites and equations which must hold for
the main rule to apply. When auxiliary functions are needed in the semantics, these are deﬁned in equational logic, and
are evaluated in between the rewrite transitions. Rewrite rules apply to local fragments of a state conﬁguration. If rewrite
rules may be applied to nonoverlapping subconﬁgurations, the transitions may be performed in parallel. Consequently,
concurrency is implicit in rewriting logic.
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Fig. 5. Runtime conﬁgurations.
The runtime conﬁgurations of Creol’s operational semantics, given in Fig. 5, aremultisets combining objects andmessages.
An object identiﬁer consists of a value oid and a class name. When the class of an object is of no signiﬁcance, the object
identiﬁer is denoted o. With a slight abuse of notation we denote by c in the presentation of the operational semantics either
a list, set, or multiset of a construct c, depending on the context. An asynchronous method call in the language is reﬂected
by a pair of messages. An invocation message invoc(m,T → T ′,e,〈o,mid〉) addressed to a callee o′ represents a call to method
m of object o′ with actual signature T → T ′, and actual in-parameter values e, and the value mid (of type Label) is a locally
unique label value identifying the call for the caller o. In a corresponding completion message comp(mid,T ,e) addressed to a
caller o, the label value mid identiﬁes the call, and e is the return value with type T . Thus, the label value associated with a
method call identiﬁes the invocation and completion messages for that call.
In order to improve readability in the presentation of the rules the different elements of runtime objects are tagged and
elements that are irrelevant for a particular rule are omitted, as usual in rewriting logic. Thus in an object 〈oid : C | Fld :
sub,Pr : active,PrQ : processQ,EvQ(t,g) : eventQ〉, oid is an object identiﬁer tagged by a class name C, sub are the ﬁelds, active
is the active process, processQ is the process queue, and eventQ is the event queue. (When the class of an object is of no
signiﬁcance, the object identiﬁer oid : C is simply denoted o.) A process consists of a state for local variables and a list of
program statements. (Any process derived from a well-typed method deﬁnition has return e as its ﬁnal statement.) Note
that each ﬁeld and local process variable is initialized with a type-correct default value. The active process may be idle. A
special process lookup-error is introduced in the program queue to represent failedmethod lookup. The event queue eventQ
consists of incoming unprocessed messages to the object and has associated sets mid representing completion messages to
be deallocated and completion messages that have been deallocated. A special process deallocation-error is introduced
to represent the dereferencing of a deallocated completion message. For process and event queues, we let ∅ be the empty
queue and whitespace the associative and commutative constructor (following rewriting logic conventions [7]).
For simplicity, the operational semantics given in Figs. 6 and 7 abstracts from the representation of classes. Consequently
the (local) uniqueness of a name n is represented by a predicate fresh(n), which provides (global) uniqueness in combination
witheither a classorobject identiﬁer.Weassumegiven twoauxiliary functionswhichdependon the representationof classes.
The function ﬁelds(C) returns an initial object state in which this and the declared ﬁelds of class C and its superclasses are
bound to default values. The function lookup returns a process, given a class, a method name, the signature of the actual in-
and out-parameters to the call, and actual in-parameters. This process has a state in which the local variables have been
given default values. The reserved local variables γ , α, and β are instantiated and store values for the method activation’s
return label, caller, and return type, respectively. Note that we assume that this as well as γ , α, and β are read-only variables.
Consequently, these local variables ensure that each activation’s return value may be correctly returned to its caller when
process execution is interleaved. If method binding fails, the lookup-error process is returned.
If σ is a state and e an expression, we denote by [[e]]σ the reduction of e in σ . We assume that the functional language of
(side effect free) expressions is type sound, so well-typed expressions remain well-typed during evaluation. To simplify the
presentation we omit the details of this standard reduction [40]. The enabledness of a guard in a given state σ with a given
event queue qmay be deﬁned by induction over the construction of guards, as follows:
enabled(t?,σ ,q) = [[t]]σ in q
enabled(b,σ ,q) = [[b]]σ
enabled(g ∧ g′,σ ,q) = enabled(g,σ ,q)∧enabled(g′,σ ,q)
Here, in checks whether a completion message corresponding to the given label value [[t]]σ is in a message queue q. The
predicate dealloc determines if a guard dereferences a deallocated message in the set of label values S:
dealloc(t?,σ ,S) = [[t]]σ ∈ S
dealloc(b,σ ,S) = false
dealloc(g ∧ g′,σ ,S) = dealloc(g,σ ,S)∨dealloc(g′,σ ,S)
Enabledness is lifted to statement lists to express whether a process may be suspended or not. All atomic statements except
await statements are enabled. However, in order to select a branch of a process, wemay want to only choose a branch which
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Fig. 6. The operational semantics (1). Any process 〈,l〉 is reduced to idle.
is ready to execute without immediately blocking. This is expressed by the ready predicate. The two predicates are deﬁned
by induction over the construction of statement lists:
enabled(s; s,σ ,q) = enabled(s,σ ,q)
enabled(await g,σ ,q) = enabled(g,σ ,q)
enabled(ss′,σ ,q) = enabled(s,σ ,q)∨enabled(s′,σ ,q)
enabled(s,σ ,q) = true otherwise
ready(free(l); s,σ ,q) = ready(s,σ ,q)
ready(s; s,σ ,q) = ready(s,σ ,q)
ready(t?(v),σ ,q) = enabled(await t?,σ ,q)
ready(ss′,σ ,q) = ready(s,σ ,q)∨ready(s′,σ ,q)
ready(s,σ ,q) = enabled(s,σ ,q) otherwise
Object activity is organized around a message queue eventQ containing a multiset of unprocessed incoming messages and
a process queue processQ for suspended processes; i.e., remaining parts of method activations. There is exactly one active
process. In the assignment rule R1, an expression is evaluated and bound to a program variable. In the object creation rule
R2, an object with an unique identiﬁer is constructed. The ﬁrst execution step of the new object is to reassign to this its own
identiﬁer. Rules R3 and R5 for guards use the auxiliary enabledness function. If a guard evaluates to true, the execution of
the process may continue in rule R3, otherwise a release is introduced in rule R5, given that the guard does not contain any
read operation on a deallocated label. In rule R6 the active process is suspended on the process queue. If a guard contains
read operations on a deallocated label value, a deallocation-error process is returned in rule R4. If the active process is
idle, any suspended process may be activated in rule R7 if it is ready.
Amessage is emitted into theconﬁgurationbyamethodcall in ruleR8. The label is translated intoa label assignmentwhere
the value uniquely identiﬁes the call. Themessage is delivered to the callee in rule R9wheremsg ranges over invocations and
completions.Message overtaking is captured by the non-determinism inherent in rewriting logic:messages sent by an object
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Fig. 7. The operational semantics (2).
in one ordermay arrive in any order. In rule R10, themethod invocation is bound to a process by the lookup function. The reply
assignment in rule R11 fetches the return value from the completion message in the object’s queue. As the message queue
is a multiset, the rule will match any occurrence of comp(mid,T ,e). If the completion message has already been deallocated,
the deallocation-error process is returned in rule R12.
The return of amethod call is captured by rule R13where a uniquely labeled completionmessage is returned to the caller.
This rulemakes use of the special local variables γ , α, and β which store information from the associated invocationmessage.
Rule R14 deals with internal branching. The choice operator is associative and commutative, so R14 covers the selection of
any branch in a compound nondeterministic choice statement. Here, the ready predicate provides a lazy branch selection.
Rules R15 and R16 deal with the deallocation of messages from the message queue. The statement free(t) expresses that
messages with labels in t may be deallocated. In R15, these are added to the event queue’s label list. In R16, a message with
a label value in that list is deallocated. The deallocated label values are stored in the set G.
Example 4. We consider an execution sequence of the wide-area network services of Example 2. In Example 3 we showed
the runtime code generated by the type analysis for newsRelay. Let an object o create an instance of class NewsService and
make an invocation to the new object (1 : NewsService). Fig. 8 shows the execution sequence of themethod body newsRelay.
5. Typing of runtime conﬁgurations
In this section, we assume that runtime code is derived by type analysis fromwell-typed source programs. Consequently,
a much simpler type system can be used for type analysis of runtime conﬁgurations than for the static analysis. In particular,
we can rely on Theorems 1 and 2 for the correctness of the return types and of the placement of deallocation operations.
The initial runtime typing context provides static information; i.e., types for the Booleans, null, and the ﬁelds and local
variables of every class. Without loss of generality, we may assume that all classes, ﬁelds, and local variables have unique
names. The context is gradually extended with types for identiﬁers of dynamically created objects and futures. The type
system for runtime conﬁgurations is given in Fig. 9. Runtime type judgments are on the form ,q  C ok and express that a
construct C is well-typed inwith amessage queue q. Themessage queue is used to type check reply assignments (in (Reply1)
and (Reply2)). To simplify the presentation, q is omitted when not needed. The rules (Msg1) and (Msg2) are used to type check
both messages in transit between objects and messages in the event queues. Type checking the process queue is similar to
type checking the active process. Note that lookup-error and deallocation-error processes are not well-typed.
Deﬁnition 2. A runtime conﬁguration conﬁg is well-typed in an environment  if   conﬁg ok.
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Fig. 8. The execution sequence of method newsRelay.
For a program P = L {T x; s}, if0,  P  L′ {s′,x → default(T)}, the initial conﬁguration 〈o | Fld : ,Pr : 〈s′,x → default(T)〉,
PrQ : ∅, EvQ(∅,∅) : ∅〉 is obviously well-typed in 0 extended with types for the program’s variables. Amethod activation, with
correctly typed actual parameters, of any method in a well-typed program results in a well-typed runtime process. It is
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Fig. 9. The type system for runtime conﬁgurations.
assumed that side effect free functional expressions are type sound in well-typed conﬁgurations [40]; if an expression e is
evaluated in an object state σ in a well-typed conﬁguration with typing environment  and   e : T , then ([[e]]σ )  T .
Example 5. To illustrate the typing of runtime conﬁgurations, consider the conﬁguration derived from the initial conﬁgu-
ration in Fig. 8 by applying R2 and R1. By (Process), processes in (1 : NewsService) and (1 : News) are well-typed. An empty
eventQ is well-typed by (State). For ﬁelds, after evaluating the statement CNN := new News() of the initial conﬁguration, the
substitution CNN → (1 : News) is well-typed in the extended typing extended environment ′ = + [(1 : News) → News] by
(State). Thus, the conﬁguration is well-typed.
5.1. Subject reduction
We establish a subject reduction property in the style of Wright and Felleisen [40]. This property ensures that runtime
conﬁgurations remain well-typed and that the deallocation operations inserted in the code are safe. The dynamic aspect of
well-typed runtime conﬁgurations is due to the late binding of asynchronous method calls. Technically, this is represented
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as the absence of the lookup-error process in the runtime conﬁgurations. Deallocation operations are unsafe if they occur
too early; i.e., if method returns are deallocated at a program point p then there should not be any read operations on
those returns in the execution paths after p. Similar to method calls, safe deallocation is represented as the absence of the
deallocation-error process.
Theorem 3 (Subject reduction). Let conﬁg be an initial runtime conﬁguration of a well-typed program such that   conﬁg ok.
If conﬁg → conﬁg ′, then there exists a ′ ⊇  such that ′  conﬁg ′ ok.
For well-typed programs, subject reduction leads to the following properties:
Corollary 3. Let conﬁg be the initial conﬁguration of a well-typed program. If conﬁg → conﬁg ′, then conﬁg ′ does not contain
lookup-error.
Corollary 4. Let conﬁg be the initial conﬁguration of a well-typed program. If conﬁg → conﬁg ′, then conﬁg ′ does not contain
deallocation-error.
6. Related work
For a detailed comparison of Creol with other distributed object languages here, see [19,20]. Asynchronous method calls as
discussed in this papermaybe compared tomessage exchange in languages based on theActormodel [1]. Actor languages are
conceptually attractive for distributed programming because they base communication on asynchronousmessages, focusing
on loosely coupled processes. An actor encapsulates its ﬁelds, procedures that manipulate the state, and a single thread of
control. Creol objects are similar to actors, except that our methods return values managed by futures, and control can be
released at speciﬁc points during a method execution. Messages to actors return no result and run to completion before
another message is handled. The lack of return makes programming directly with actors cumbersome [1].
Futures express concurrency in a simple manner, reducing the latency dependency by enabling synchronization by
necessity. Futures were discovered by Baker and Hewitt [3], and used by Halstead in MultiLisp [13] and by Liskov and
Shrira as Promises [23]. Futures now appear in languages like Alice [31], Oz-Mozart [34], Concurrent ML [30], C++ [22],
Java [39,18], and Polyphonic C [4], often as libraries. Futures in these languages resemble labels in Creol. Implementations
associate a future with the asynchronous execution of an expression in a new thread. The future is a placeholder which is
immediately returned to the caller. From the perspective of the caller, this placeholder is a read-only structure [26]. However,
the placeholder can also be explicitlymanipulated towrite data. In some approaches, the placeholder can be accessed in both
modes (e.g., CML, Alice, Java, C++), though typically the caller and callee interfaces are distinct, as formalized by the calculus
λ(fut) [26]. Programming explicitlywith promises is quite low-level, so Creol identiﬁes thewrite operation on the futurewith
method call return. This way, programming with future variables corresponds to programming with Creol’s asynchronous
method calls without processor release points; in fact, Creol’s processor release points extend the computation ﬂexibility
originally motivating futures.
In this paper, we follow the approach of Promises [23] and use futures only inside the scope of a method body. This
restriction is enforced by our type system (e.g., ran() =⊥ in (Method)) and leads to a strict state encapsulation in objects.
However futures can also be shared. In this case the futures become global variables, which breakswith object encapsulation
but facilitates the delegation of method returns to other objects. Futures can be transparent or non-transparent. Transparent
futures cannot be explicitly manipulated, the type of the future is the same as the expected result, and futures are accessed
as ordinary program variables, possibly after waiting (e.g., in Multilisp). Flanagan and Felleisen present semantic models
of futures in terms of an abstract machine [11]. In contrast to Creol, their language is purely functional. Caromel, Henrio,
and Serpett present an imperative, asynchronous object calculus with transparent futures [6]. Their active objects may
have internal passive objects which can be passed between the active objects by so-called “sheep” copying. This feature is
orthogonal to the issues discussed in this paper.
Non-transparent futures have a separate type to denote the future, and future objects can be explicitly manipulated (e.g.,
in CML, Alice, Java, C++, and Creol). If the future is shared, its type includes the type of its value (e.g., future T is a future of
type T). However, this limits the reusability of the future variable. A formalization and proof system for Creol’s concurrency
model combinedwith sharednon-transparent futures is presented in [8]. Thepresent paper investigates a different approach,
where the futures are encapsulatedwithin the callingmethod but future variables can be shared between futures of different
types, and shows how type analysis can be used to infer the underlying types such that method calls are bound correctly.
Type and effect systems add context information to type analyses [2,14,32] and have been used to, for example, ensure
that guards controlling method availability do not have side effects [9], estimate the effects of an object reclassiﬁcation
[10], and ensure security properties. Gordon and Jeffrey use effects to track correspondences for authenticity properties of
cryptographic protocols in the spi-calculus, by tracking matching begin- and end-assertions [12]. Broberg and Sands use
effects to track different ﬂow locks for dynamic ﬂow policies by open and close operations for the different locks [5].
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The decoupling of Creol’s invocation and reply assignments results in a scoped use of labels. Part of the complexity of
our type system stems from the lack of explicit scoping. Scoping is implicitly given by the operations on a label, which may
cause memory leakage. For a given label, an invocation need not be succeeded by a reply although a reply must be preceded
by an invocation. Thus, the analysis formalized in our type system corresponds to a combination of several static analysis
techniques: scope detection, type inference for labels, live variable analysis [27], and linearity analysis [36]. Linear type
systems guarantee that certain values are used exactly once at runtime, and have been used for resource analysis [16,36],
including ﬁle handling and memory management. Type systems have also been used to impose linearity conditions and
I/O usage for channels in the π-calculus [15,29]. In particular, Igarashi and Kobayashi develop a type system and inference
algorithm to identify linear use of channels inside explicitly given scopes [15]. They exploit linearity information in compile-
time optimizations to reduce the number of dynamically created processes, and to reﬁne the runtime representation of linear
channels and operations on these. Whereas labels in Creol always have linearity restrictions, channels may but need not be
linear, which adds complexity. The authors identify reclamation of memory as an important application of linearity-based
optimization, but leave speciﬁc solutions for future work.
The effect system used to infer return types for method calls contains sufﬁcient information to automatically insert
free operations which enable the deallocation of method replies. This usage of type and effect systems is related to the
region-based approach to memory management proposed by Tofte and Talpin [33]. In their work, programs written in a
kernel language extracted from SML are transformed by means of region inference analysis into a target program with
annotated allocation and deallocation operations. The inference rules use an effect system to capture operations on regions.
However the language does not consider branching structures. In Creol deallocation operations are inserted locally for each
execution branch. This allows memory leaks to be restricted when the reply to method calls is only needed in certain
execution branches. Explicit deallocation is attractive formemorymanagement because it can be implemented using simple
constant-time routines [37]. The automatic insertion of deallocation statements, also found in [33,37], lets the programmer
ignore low-level memory management issues, for which it is easy to make mistakes leading to memory leaks. Thus the
local deallocation operations automatically inserted for method replies are much simpler than the tracing garbage collector
proposed by Baker and Hewitt [3] in order to avoid memory leakage due to redundant futures.
Backwards analysis facilitates an eager deallocation strategy which allows the deallocation of method returns in an
execution dependent manner even if the return is still accessible from memory. This seems desirable in the case of, e.g.,
tail-recursive calls. Linear types have been proposed as a basis for eager deallocation [16], as linear values can be garbage
collected immediately after being used even if they are still referenced, improving on a tracing garbage collector. This
approach is incorporated directly in our operational semantics, because rule R9 consumes the method return (in contrast to
reply guards in rule R3). With shared futures, this could no longer be done directly. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
an explicit deallocation strategy for shared futures is an open issue. In future work, we plan to extend the approach of this
paper to Creol with shared futures [8]. The deallocation of shared method replies seems to require more overhead in the
operational semantics, as the deallocation depends on the execution in all objects which might access the future. In future
work, we further plan to investigate how far type-based insertion of deallocation operations extends to deallocate the active
objects themselves, thus avoiding distributed garbage collectors for the active objects [35,38].
7. Conclusion
This paper presents a kernel language for distributed concurrent objects communicating by asynchronous method calls.
The approach emphasizes ﬂexibility with respect to the possible delays and instabilities of distributed computing, and
allows active and reactive behavior to be combined in an object. Asynchronous method calls and process release points
add ﬂexibility to execution in the distributed setting because waiting activities may yield processor control to suspended
and enabled processes. A type and effect system for backwards analysis of programs is introduced, using effects to track
information about method calls. A particular effect of our system is the translation of source programs into runtime code.
The effects of the type analysis are explicitly used to expand each asynchronous call statement with a type-correct signature,
ensuring a type-correct runtime method lookup. With the proposed type and effect system, this can be done directly in the
analysis of the method invocation. Thus, the type analysis and translation to runtime code is done in one pass.
The analysis is exploited to avoiding memory leakage for passively stored method replies at runtime. The lifetime of
label values is statically determined and deallocation operations are inserted by the type system, so no runtime traversal of
labels is needed to locate redundant method replies. By exploiting effects in a backwards manner, we derive a ﬁne-grained
deallocation strategy. Deallocation operations are inserted in the speciﬁc execution branches where the method reply is
redundant, even if the reply is reachable from the object state. The backwards analysis enables an eager strategy in the sense
that deallocation instructions are inserted as early as possible in each branch after the method invocation. An advantage
of explicit deallocation is that deallocation can be handled by a simple routine. Another advantage of the approach of this
paper is that the insertion of these operations is incorporated in the type analysis. In fact, the correctness of the deallocation
operations is asserted from the type system; i.e., a deallocation is safe if the method reply can no longer be accessed from
the code. A subject reduction property is established for the language: method binding is guaranteed to succeed at runtime,
deallocation operations are safe in all execution paths, and the redundantmethod replies of the different execution branches
are deallocated.
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Appendix
A. Proofs
A.1. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is by induction on the derivation of,  s  s′,′. For the base case,,  skip  skip. By deﬁnition, live(t,) =
false and (t) =⊥. For the induction step, the induction hypothesis (IH) is that ¬live(t,s0) ⇐⇒ ()(t) =⊥ holds for , 
s0  s′0, and consider ,  s  s′,′ by case analysis on s.
Cases (Assign), (Skip), and (New) follow directly from IH.
Case (Await).We have s = await g. There are two subcases for every label t, depending on whether t is contained in g:
(1) Guard g contains t?. FromDeﬁnition 1we have live(t,s; s0). Rule (t-Guards) results in the update [t → (t) ∩ Data]which
propagates to the update ′ for the await statement in (Await). Consequently, ( ·′)(t) /=⊥.
(2) Guard g does not contain a reply guard on t. From Deﬁnition 1 we get live(t,s; s0) = live(t,s0). From the type analysis of
g we get t ∈ dom(′), and it follows by (Await) that ( ·′)(t) = (t). Consequently, ¬live(t,s; s0) ⇐⇒ ( ·′)(t) =⊥
follows from IH.
It follows that ∀l : Label · ¬live(t,await g; s0) ⇐⇒ ( ·′)(t) =⊥.
Case (Reply). From Deﬁnition 1 we have live(t,t?(v); s0). The effect of (Reply) is [t → T ] for some type T , so ( ·′)(t) /=⊥.
For other labels t′, ¬live(t′,s; s0) ⇐⇒ ( ·′)(t′) =⊥ follows directly from IH.
Case (Call1). From Deﬁnition 1, ¬live(t,t!o.m(e); s0). From (Call1), ′(t) =⊥. For other labels t′, ¬live(t′,t!o.m(e); s0) ⇐⇒
( ·′)(t′) =⊥ follows from IH.
Case (Call2). Similar to (Call1).
Case (Choice).Weassumewell-deﬁned(( ·1) ∪ ( ·2))and that IHholds for thebranches s1 (IH1) and s2 (IH2). FromDef-
inition 1 we have live(t,s1 s2; s0) = live(t,s1; s0) ∨ live(t,s2; s0). Now assume that live(t,s1 s2; s0). There are three subcases
for every label t:
(1) live(t,s1; s0) and ¬live(t,s2; s0). In this subcase, we get ( ·1)(t) /=⊥ by IH1 and ( ·2)(t) =⊥ by IH2. It follows that
(( ·1) ∪ ( ·2))(t) /=⊥.
(2) ¬live(t,s1; s0) and live(t,s2; s0). Similar to Subcase 1.
(3) live(t,s1; s0) and live(t,s2; s0). In this subcase, we get ( ·1)(t) /=⊥ by IH1 and ( ·2)(t) /=⊥ by IH2. Sincewell-deﬁned
(( ·1) ∪ ( ·2)), there must be some type T where T /= ⊥ and T /= Error such that (( ·1) ∪ ( ·2))(t) = T .
It follows that ∀l : Label · ¬live(t,s1s2; s0) ⇐⇒ ( · (( ·1) ∪ ( ·2)))(t) =⊥.
Case (Seq) follows by induction over the length of s. 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Tomake the link betweenmethod invocations and possible matching reply assignments explicit we introduce a notion of
reachable replies, inspired by static analysis techniques [27]. Intuitively, a reply assignment t?(v) is reachable in a statement
list s if there exists an execution path through s in which t?(v) is encountered before a method invocation with label t.
Deﬁnition 3. The set R(s) of reachable reply assignments in s is deﬁned as
R() = ∅
R(s; s) = R(s) if s ∈ {v := e,v := new C,await g,skip}
R(t?(v); s) = {t?(v)} ∪R(s)
R(t!o.m(e); s) = {t′?(v) ∈ R(s) | t /= t′}
R(s1 s2; s) = R(s1; s) ∪R(s2; s)
The deﬁnition of reachable reply assignments resembles the deﬁnition of live variables; in fact, if ,  s  s′,′ then
t?(v) ∈ R(s) ⇒ live(t,s). The implication only goes one way because reply guards also affect whether a label is live. We now
establish a lemma which is used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 1. Let ,  s  s′, be well-typed. Then ∀t?(v) ∈ R(s) ·(t)  (v).
Proof. By inductionon thederivationof,  s  s′,. For thebase case,R() = ∅. For the induction step, assumeas induction
hypothesis (IH) that ∀t?(v) ∈ R(s0) ·′(t)  (v) for ,  s0  s′0,′. Consider ∀t?(v) ∈ R(s; s0) ·(t)  (v) for ,  s; s0 
s′; s′0, by case analysis over s.
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Cases (Assign), (Skip), (New), and (Await) follow directly from IH.
Case (Reply). FromDeﬁnition3,R(t?(v); s0) = {t?(v)} ∪ R(s0).From (Reply),(t) = (v)andby IHweget∀t′?(v′) ∈ R(t′(v); s0) ·
(t′)  (v′).
Case (Call1). From Deﬁnition 3, R(t!o.m(e); s) = {t′?(v) ∈ R(s) | t /= t′}. Hence, the case follows directly from IH.
Case (Call2). Similar to (Call1).
Case (Choice). We assume that well-deﬁned(( ·1) ∪ ( ·2)) and that IH holds for the branches s1 (IH1) and s2 (IH2).
From Deﬁnition 3, we have R(s1 s2; s0) = R(s1; s0) ∪ R(s2; s0). There are three cases for a label t:
(1) t?(v) ∈ R(s1; s0) and t?(v′) ∈ R(s2; s0). We have ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t) = (0 ·1)(t). By IH1, (0 ·1)(t)  (v).
(2) t?(v) ∈ R(s1; s0) and t?(v′) ∈ R(s2; s0). We have ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t) = (0 ·2)(t). By IH2, (0 ·2)(t)  (v).
(3) t?(v) ∈ R(s1; s0) and t?(v′) ∈ R(s2; s0). We have ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t) = (0 ·1)(t) ∩ (0 ·2)(t). Moreover we
have that (0 ·1)(t) /= ⊥, (0 ·2)(t) /= ⊥, (0 ·1)(t) /= Error, and (0 ·2)(t) /= Error. Since well-deﬁned((0 ·
1) ∪ (0 ·2)), we know that ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t)  (0 ·1)(t) and ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t)  (0 ·2)(t). By
IH1 and IH2, we then obtain ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t)  (v) and ((0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2))(t)  (v′)
It follows that ∀t?(v) ∈ R(s1 s2; s) ·(t)  (v).
Case (Seq) follows by induction over the length of s. 
Proof of Theorem 2. There are two cases, depending on the rule used to derive a signature for a method invocation. For
(Call1), (t) /=⊥. It follows from Lemma 1 that any reachable reply assignment t?(v) is such that (t)  (v). For (Call2),
(t) =⊥. By Theorem 1, t is not live after the method invocation. Hence, there are no reachable reply assignments. 
A.3. Proof of Theorem 3
Consider a well-typed program P = L {T x,s} and assume that the judgment 0,  P  L′ {s′,x → default(T)} holds. The
proof is by induction over the length of an execution conﬁg0,conﬁg1, . . . . Let 1 extend 0 with types for variables declared
in P (for simplicity assuming uniqueness of names). For the base case, the initial runtime conﬁguration conﬁg0 is well-typed:
1  〈o | Fld : ,Pr : 〈s′,x → default(T)〉,PrQ : ∅,EvQ(∅,∅) : ∅〉.
For the induction step, assume that   〈o | Fld : f ,Pr : 〈s; s,l〉,PrQ : w,EvQ(L,G) : q〉 conﬁg ok and consider the reduction
〈o | Fld : f ,Pr : 〈s; s,l〉,PrQ : w,EvQ(L,G) : q〉 conﬁg
→ 〈o | Fld : f ′,Pr : 〈s′; s,l′〉,PrQ : w′,EvQ(L′ ,G′) : q′〉 conﬁg.
The proof proceeds by case analysis over the reduction rules.
CaseR1. Theprocess 〈o|Fld : f ,Pr : 〈v := e; s,l〉,PrQ :w,EvQ(L,G) :q〉 reduces to 〈o | Fld : f ,Pr : s,(l[v → [[e]](f ·l)])〉,PrQ : w,EvQ(L,G) :
q〉 or to 〈o | Fld : f [v → [[e]]
(f ·l)Pr : 〈s,l〉,PrQ : w,EvQ(L,G) : q〉. Since the object is well-typed, we may assume from (Assign) that
(v) = T ,   e : T ′, T ′  T , and ([[e]]
(f ·l)) = T ′′ such that T ′′  T ′. By transitivity T ′′  T and by either (Process) or (State) the
object is well-typed after the assignment.
Case R2. For Pr = 〈v :=new C(); s,l〉, it follows from (New) that C  (v). Consequently, the reduced process 〈v := (n : C); s,l〉
is well-typed in the extended typing context ′ = [(n : C) → C]. The predicate fresh(n) guarantees that (n : C) is a unique
object identiﬁer, so we have  ⊆ ′. For the new object (n : C), the state provided by ﬁelds(C) is well-typed by assumption
(binding declared variables to default values of their respective types) and the assignment this := (n : C) is well-typed in
′. Finally the queues are empty and, by (Object), the new object is well-typed in ′.
Case R3. The process Pr = 〈await g; s,l〉 reduces to 〈s,l〉. By IH,   〈s,l〉 ok.
Case R4. By assumption, the source program iswell-typed, so allmethod bodies in the source program are alsowell-typed.
The considered process is a reduction of the translated runtime code of a well-typed method body. Hence, there must be a
static judgment ,  await g  await g,, where  is the static typing context for the method body. Note that the effect of
the (Await) rule ensures that (t) /= ⊥. Furthermore two label variables in an object cannot have the same value, due to the
freshness condition in rule R7 and the exclusion of explicit assignment to label variables in typing rule (Assign).
NowassumethatR4wereapplicableat runtime.Thendealloc(g,f · l,G)musthold; i.e., for someguard t? ∈ g, thecompletion
message associated with t has already been deallocated before the execution arrives at await g. Consequently, a statement
free(t) must have been inserted into the runtime code before await g by the type-based translation from the source code of
the method body, such that the value bound to t is unchanged by the execution between free(t) and await g.
Let 1 be the effect after the analysis of s1 in the context ,0. In order for the type-based translation to insert the
statement free(t) in the runtime code, three subcases correspond to the different possible judgments:
(1) ,0  await g′; s1  await g′; free(t); s1′,′0
(2) ,0  t!e.m(e); s1  t!e.m(T → Data,e); free(t); s1′,′0
(3) ,0  s1s2  (free(t); s1)s2,(0 ·1) ∪ (0 ·2)
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In subcases 1 and 2, 0(t) = ⊥ by rule (Await) or (Call2) in the static type system. In subcase 3, 0 = ⊥ and 1 = ⊥ by rule
(Choice). (The case where free(t) occurs in the right hand branch is similar. The cases where both await g and free(t) occurs
in one of the branches are covered previously.) Since the value bound to t at runtime does not change between free(t)
and await g, it follows by induction over the program statements preceding await g, that 0(t) = (t) /= ⊥, and we get a
contradiction. Thus, rule R4 is not applicable in the execution from a well-typed source program.
CaseR5.Wehave theprocessPr = 〈awaitg; s,l〉andtheobject reduces to 〈o | Fld : f ,Pr : release; awaitg; s,PrQ : w,EvQ(L,G) :
q〉. As Pr is well-typed, the resulting conﬁguration is well-typed.
Case R6. We have the process Pr = 〈release; s,l〉 and the object reduces to 〈o | Fld : f ,Pr : idle,PrQ : (w 〈s,l〉),EvQ(L,G) : q〉.
As Pr and PrQ are well-typed, the resulting conﬁguration is well-typed.
Case R7. By IH PrQ is well-typed, so   〈s,l〉 w ok. For PrQ,   w ok and for Pr,   〈s,l〉 ok. Consequently, by (Object), the
object is well-typed.
Case R8. The process Pr = 〈t!r(Sig,e); s,l〉 reduces to 〈t := mid; s,l〉. By IH,   〈t!r(Sig,e); s,l〉 ok, and we may assume (t) =
Label. Sincemid has type Label the assignment is well-typed, and   〈t := mid; s,l〉 ok. A message invoc(m,T → T ′,([[e]]
(f ·l)),
〈o,mid〉) to [[x]]
(f ·l) is added to the conﬁguration. (An invocation message from o is uniquely identiﬁed by mid) Since  
t!x.m(T → T ′,e) ok, we have  e : T ,  [[e]]
(f ·l) : T ′, and T ′  T . Consequently, by (Msg3)we get  invoc(m,T → T ′,([[e]](f ·l)),
〈o,mid〉) to [[x]]
(f ·l) ok.
Case R9. We have a well-typed message   msg to o ok and a well-typed object o with event queue EvQ(L,G) = q. Since
  msg ok and   q ok, by (EventQ) we get   q msg ok.
CaseR10.WehaveEvQ(L,G) = q invoc(m,Sig,e,〈o,mid〉)andPrQ = w. The reductionresults inPrQ = w lookup(C,m,Sig,(e,o,mid))
and EvQ(L,G) = q. Since  q invoc(m,Sig,e,〈o,mid〉) ok,  q ok. By assumption every object identiﬁer is unique, so the class
of ohas among its superclasses the statically assumed class forwhich lookup((o),m,Sig) succeeds. Consequently, the runtime
lookup((o),m,Sig,(e,o,mid)) returns a process which correctly matches the call and which is well-typed by (Process).
Case R11. We have Pr = 〈t?(v); s,l〉 and EvQ(L,G) = q comp(mid,T ,e) such that t is bound to mid in object o. The process
reduces to 〈v := e; s,l〉 and the event queue to q. As completion messages result from method invocations only and mid is
fresh by R8, there must be a corresponding well-typed invocation with label t, say t!x.m(T ′ → T ′′,e), such that T ′′  (v),
(x) = C, and lookup(C,m,T ′ → T ′′). Consequently T  T ′′, and by Theorem 2 and transitivity, T  (v), so (Reply1) holds and
  〈v := e; s,l〉 ok and   q ok.
Case R12. Similar to Case R4.





f ·l) to [[α]]l is introduced into the conﬁguration. The process reduces
to 〈s,l〉, which is well-typed. Since the program is statically well-typed, we may assume   v : T and   [[v]]
l
: T ′ such that
T ′ T . The typingrule (Method)assertsT[[β]]
l
. Consequently,T ′ [[β]]
l









Case R14. We have Pr = 〈s1 s2〉, which reduces s1 s2 to either s1 or s2. The IH gives us directly that the object is
well-typed.
Case R15. We have Pr = 〈(free(t); s),l〉 and EvQ(L,G) = q. Since the program is well-typed, (t) = Label. It follows from IH
that the object is well-typed.
Case R16. We have the event queue EvQ({mid}∪L,G) = comp(mid,T ,e) q. By IH,   comp(mid,T ,e) q ok. Consequently by
(EventQ),   q ok. 
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